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ADVANCED VOCABULARY 1 

Choose the word that has the meaning CLOSEST to the explanation. Look for adjectives to help! 

(Circle your answer) 

 

 

1. To carefully assess or evaluate the worth of something 

estimate   presume  wonder   gamble 

2. To seek and review information on a particular topic 

exercise  training  study    guide 

3. Where students gather for lunch 

diner  restaurant  bistro   cafeteria 

4. Containing detailed information on a subject 

flyer  textbook  poster   advertisement  

5. Something extremely tiny 

medium  short   minute   brief  

6. Useful, advantageous, or beneficial in effect 

good  dreadful  endearing  hostile 

7. At or across the space separating two objects or areas 

around  between  beside   along 

8. Not the same as another or each other; unlike 

unchanged different  ordinary  diverted 

9. Hear something without meaning to or without the knowledge of the speaker 

spy   overheard   espionage  snoop    

10. Close and secure a particular object in a particular way 

open   reveal   fasten   expose 

11. Use something with the intention of returning it. 

steal  borrow   pilfer   lift  

12. Worsen a situation or condition. 

ignore  annoy   overlook  aggravate 
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ANSWERS 

1.To carefully assess or evaluate the worth of something - estimate 

2.To seek and review information on a particular topic - study 

3.Where students gather for lunch  - cafeteria 

4.Containing detailed information on a subject - textbook 

5.Something extremely tiny - minute  

6.Useful, advantageous, or beneficial in effect - good 

7.At or across the space separating two objects or areas - between 

8.Not the same as another or each other; unlike - different 

9.Hear something without meaning to or without the knowledge of the speaker - overheard 

10.Close and secure a particular object in a particular way - fasten 

11.Use something with the intention of returning it - borrow  

12.Worsen a situation or condition - aggravate 

 


